In situ Observation of the State and Stability of Hemoglobin Adsorbed onto Glass Surface by Slab Optical Waveguide (SOWG) Spectroscopy
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Abstract—The state and stability of hemoglobin adsorbed on the glass surface was investigated using slab optical waveguide (SOWG) spectroscopy. The peak position of the absorption band of hemoglobin adsorbed on the glass surface was same as that of the hemoglobin in solution. This result suggests that no significant denaturation occurred by adsorption. The adsorption of hemoglobin is relatively strong that the hemoglobin molecules even remained adsorbed after rinsing the cell with buffer solution. The peak shift caused by the reduction of adsorbed hemoglobin was also observed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In situ information about surface immobilized proteins is very important in the progress of biological applications such as affinity chromatography, protein chips and biosensor, etc. Several interactions of biomolecules were investigated by using these methods in bioscience and medical field. To make preparations of the methods listed above, it is essential to adsorb or immobilize the biomolecules such as proteins on the sensor surface or support materials. The conditions for adsorption or immobilization of proteins were suffered from the difference of solution components and the surfaces. The state of the immobilized proteins were known to closely related with the degrees of the affinity between solid surface and proteins. An unexpected denaturation of adsorbed proteins would be occurred occasionally depend on the environment of the support matrices. It is therefore necessary to obtain in situ information on surface immobilized proteins to confirm their structures and properties at interfaces. UV/Vis spectroscopy is one of the essential methods for structural and functional investigation of the entire molecules. However, it is difficult to observe the absorption spectra for thin layers of proteins adsorbed on the surfaces because of the lack of sensitivity of conventional methods.

Slab optical waveguide (SOWG) spectrophotometer has been developed as one of the most important devices to investigate the interfacial phenomena [1]-[4]. The mechanisms and properties of SOWG were as follows.

The evanescent wave generated on the surface of the SOWG when light is transmitted through its core selectively interacts with the material near the surface. Also, since multiple reflection is used in optical propagation in the core of the SOWG, its sensitivity is extremely high. The SOWG spectroscopy developed by the authors [2], [5]-[11] can propagate white light with a wide wavelength range from the ultraviolet to the visible region (350-700 nm) and is suitable for in situ measurement of the absorption spectrum of very small amounts of materials adsorbed on the surfaces. Moreover, it is possible to attribute and distinguish the adsorbates according to its specific absorption spectra.

Our research group has demonstrated that it is easy to obtain in situ absorption spectra of materials adsorbed on solid/liquid interfaces and to investigate interfacial phenomena by SOWG spectroscopy [2], [5]-[11]. For example, analysis for adsorption and desorption process of hemoglobin [8]-[10] and electrochemical states of adsorbed cytochrome c have been investigated by our group [11] and others [12], [13].

Hemoglobin is a tetrameric globular protein which containing heme moiety with a molecular weight of 64,500 and isoelectric point at 6.8. Hemoglobin is chosen as a model protein for observing the state and stability of the adsorbed protein on the solid surface because it has strong spectroscopic signatures. Additionally, hemoglobin is easily to adsorb on a hydrophilic surface, which allows a bare-glass SOWG to be used directly without any chemical modification [9].

In this study, the state and stability of hemoglobin adsorbed on the bare glass surface was investigated for in situ absorption spectra obtained using SOWG spectroscopy.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Materials

Hemoglobin (bovine) was obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO). Hemoglobin solution (10 μM) was prepared in 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). When not in use, the hemoglobin solution was stored in a refrigerator at 4 °C.
Sodium dithionite (Na$_2$S$_2$O$_4$) and sodium disulfite (Na$_2$S$_2$O$_5$) were from Nacalai tesque and KANTO CHEMIKAL Co., INC., respectively. Both reagents were dissolved in the phosphate buffer to give a concentration of 10 mM.

B. Optical Spectroscopy and Measurements

SOWG spectroscopic experiments were performed using the system fabricated in our laboratory described previously. A 50 μm thick glass plate (Matsunami Glass Industry, Ltd., Japan) was used as SOWG. A Xe 150 W Lamp Unit (SIC, Japan) was used as the light source, while the detector was a CCD from Hamamatsu Photonics (Model C7473, Japan). The incident light is conveniently guided into a SOWG by immersing the tip of an optical fiber from the light source in a droplet of glycerol laid on top of the glass surface. The schematic diagram of the SOWG spectrometer used in this study is depicted in Fig. 1. Before each experiment, glass SOWG were rinsed gently with pure water (Milli-Q) and then with ethanol. The sample was introduced through a 10 × 5 mm rectangular hole made of silicone rubber sheet mounted on top of the glass surface. The glass surface to be used was equilibrated with the same buffer solution as the protein solution to be studied until the blank absorbance stayed at a zero value. The sample was gently introduced into the cell. Absorbance was calculated from the equation \(A = \log(I_R/I_S)\), where \(I_R\) and \(I_S\) are the reference and the sample intensities, respectively, at a wavelength. The method for monitoring the reduction of adsorbed hemoglobin is as follows. After the equilibrium of the SOWG surface by 10 mM phosphate buffer, the 10 μM hemoglobin solution (100 μl) was first introduced into the SOWG cell. Then, the absorption spectrum was measured for 2 min. Subsequently, all hemoglobin solution was removed from the cell, without being allowed to dry, the cell was refilled with 10 mM sodium dithionite solution (100 μl) and the SOWG absorption spectrum was again measured. The absorption spectra was collected every 1 s time interval after sample introduction. All experiments were performed at room temperature.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Adsorption of hemoglobin onto the bare glass surface

When 10 μM hemoglobin solution was applied on the SOWG cell, the absorbance peak is clearly observed (Fig. 2 a), which means hemoglobin molecules were adsorbed on the glass surface. In contrast, when 10 mM phosphate buffer was introduced in the SOWG cell as sample, there were no significant changes in the absorption spectra during the measurement time (Fig. 2 b).

![Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the slab optical waveguide (SOWG) spectrometer.](image)

![Fig. 2 Absorption spectra of adsorbed hemoglobin from 10 μM solution (a) and 10 mM phosphate buffer (b) observed by slab optical waveguide (SOWG) spectroscopy. Superimposed absorption spectra collected at 10 s time intervals for 2 min.](image)

The absorbance peak of adsorbed hemoglobin appears around at 406 nm. This result agrees with the value previously reported [14]-[17]. The absorbance spectrum in the Soret
region results mainly from the interaction between the heme moiety and well-defined tertiary structure and hence has been used to monitor protein unfolding [18]-[21]. The conformational change of hemoglobin adsorbed on the solid surface or conjugated with the inorganic support materials such as silica or clays were reported in the previous works [22]-[24]. For example, Kondo et al. observed the conformational change of hemoglobin adsorbed on the silica, titania and zirconia ultrafine particles after 2.5 h incubation by using the circular dichroism (CD) spectra and absorbance spectra [22], [23]. On the other hand, the structure of hemoglobin encapsulated in silica gels and powders was estimated from the Uv/vis absorption spectra by McCool et al [24]. As shown in the previous works, when hemoglobin was denatured by adsorption, the absorbance spectrum of the Soret band was shifted or disappeared. In our case, the SOWG spectrum of adsorbed hemoglobin was the same as that of native hemoglobin in solution [14]-[17]. This result suggests that no significant denaturation occurred by adsorption.

B. Effect of the rinsing with buffer to adsorbed hemoglobin molecules

In order to study the strength of the adsorption of hemoglobin on the glass surface, the sample solution was removed from the SOWG cell after hemoglobin adsorption, and the buffer solution was re-introduced into the SOWG cell. Fig. 3 shows the absorbance at 406 nm versus the measurement time.

![Fig. 3 Time dependent absorbance change of hemoglobin observed by SOWG spectrophotometer. (1) Introduction of hemoglobin solution; (2) subsequent removal of protein solution and addition of buffer solution.](image)

The absorbance value increase with time, indicating increased numbers of adsorbed hemoglobin molecules. Subsequently, all hemoglobin solution was removed from the SOWG cell and the buffer solution was re-introduced into the cell. When the solution was exchanged, the absorbance at 406 nm was observed to slowly decrease with time, indicating a slight desorption of hemoglobin molecules from glass into buffer solution. As described above, the decrease of the absorbance intensity was slightly, it was thought that the almost of adsorbed hemoglobin molecules still remain on the glass surface. The adsorption of hemoglobin on the glass surface was relatively strong that the molecules even remained adsorbed after rinsing the cell with buffer solution.

C. Observation of the state of adsorbed hemoglobin

For further understanding of the state of adsorbed hemoglobin, the spectral changes of adsorbed hemoglobin caused by exchanging sample buffers were observed. It is known that hemoglobin is reduced by sodium dithionite [8], [24], [25]. The reduction of adsorbed hemoglobin on octyltrichlorosilane (OTS) functionalized quartz SOWG was reported previously by Yoshida et al. [8]. But there was no data and the reduction behavior was outlined by only explanation. As shown in Fig. 4, the first 2 min as the adsorption process of hemoglobin, the peak wavelength is observed at around 406 nm. When the solution was replaced to the 10 mM sodium dithionite, the peak wavelength was dramatically shifted to longer wavelength around at 430 nm. This value is consistent with the published data for reduced hemoglobin [8], [26], [27]. Moreover, this absorbance value is stable during the measurement time. It was thought that the adsorbed hemoglobin on the glass surface was reduced by sodium dithionite solution. As a control experiment, the substitution of the solutions were performed by 10 mM sodium disulfite solution and 10 mM phosphate buffer. But in both case, no significant peak shift were observed (data not shown). In these conditions, the reduction of adsorbed hemoglobin did not occurred, and it was considered that the adsorbed hemoglobin molecules maintained its initial phase. As shown here, in situ information about the difference of the state of adsorbed protein was observed by SOWG spectroscopy.

![Fig. 4 Spectral change at Soret region of the adsorbed hemoglobin observed by SOWG spectroscopy. Superimposed absorption spectra collected at 10 s time intervals for 4 min.](image)
IV. CONCLUSION

In situ absorption spectra for hemoglobin adsorbed on the bare glass surface were successfully obtained using SOWG spectroscopy. It was found that hemoglobin molecules adsorb strongly on the glass surface and maintained its native form in this experimental condition. Further study about the states of adsorbed hemoglobin on the various functionalized SOWG surfaces is now in progress.

The state of the adsorbed proteins is directly connected with the performance of the several important and novel applications in bioscience. This method allowed in situ investigation of the states and stability of adsorbed proteins on the surfaces. As a result, the conditions of the adsorbed proteins were clearly revealed. Concerning to the application of SOWG spectroscopy method for the bioassays, the reliability must be highly improved.
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